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What captivates learners and interests them in studying social psychology? In Case Studies for Teaching Social Psychology Tom Heinzen
and Wind Goodfriend use brief, entertaining case stories to further enhance the historical context, evolution of, and challenges to major
theories within the field. By employing a mix of unique, contemporary research and hallmark studies to illustrate classic concepts, Heinzen
and Goodfriend steer students to explore new, meaningful ways of thinking about and connecting with foundational course concepts. In turn,
this approach facilitates engaged conversation and deeper critical thinking both in and outside of the classroom.
"Letters of Guidance and Teaching On the Path of Initiation and Ascension" is a most wonderful book. By the grace of God and the Masters I
receive thousands of letters and e-mails from people all over the world who have read my books and have written me heartfelt letters seeking
Spiritual guidance, teaching and individual and relationship counseling! This book is a wonderful collection of Spiritual and psychological
teachings on every subject under the sun. It is also a most incredible Spiritual counseling book. You will read how I help people to solve the
most in-depth Spiritual challenges in this most easy to understand, practical and integrated style! These letters of teaching are priceless
Spiritual jewels which you will want to read over and over again! Spiritually electrifying reading!
Since its founding by Jacques Waardenburg in 1971, Religion and Reason has been a leading forum for contributions on theories, theoretical
issues and agendas related to the phenomenon and the study of religion. Topics include (among others) category formation, comparison,
ethnophilosophy, hermeneutics, methodology, myth, phenomenology, philosophy of science, scientific atheism, structuralism, and theories of
religion. From time to time the series publishes volumes that map the state of the art and the history of the discipline.
SONS OF SANANDA THE ANCIENT AND MYSTIC ORDER OF IU' EM HETEP JESUS CHRIST STUDY BOOK ONE
An Introductory Handbook for Faculty, Staff, and Students
Book 1
Temple Teachings from the Higher Realms
Letters of Guidance and Teaching on the Path of Initiation and Ascension
The Many Paths to God, Realities of the Crucifixion, Book Four

Seek the Kingdom of The Most High first Matthew 6:33 But seek ye first the kingdom of God, and his righteousness; and all
these things shall be added unto you. Ask, Seek, Knock Matthew 7:7, 8 Ask, and it shall be given you; Seek, and ye shall find;
Knock, and it shall be opened unto you: For every one that asks, receives; and he that seeks, finds; and to him that knocks it
shall be opened. Book cover design by: Horemheb Ankh Atum Re
What happens when prophecies fail? Timothy Jenkins' re-reading of Leon Festinger's classic work on "cognitive dissonance"
seeks to answer this question by studying a 50s doomsday group. This volume explores the relations between anthropology
and psychology, and between social scientific and natural scientific accounts of human behavior.
Awaken your dormant healing abilities today. Learn how to improve your physical, mental and emotional health, without the
need for modern drugs or surgery. This 6 part course carefully explains how to locate, balance and heal the chakras or energy
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centres of your spiritual body. No matter, whether you are a novice or advanced alternate healer, this book will help you to
improve your understanding of the spiritual body, (Lightbody). Learn new healing techniques to improve your own and
other's health!
The Incubation of the Phoenix
Bk.3: Sananda
Heavenly Lessons
Use Arcturian Cosmic Consciousness for Planetary Repair
The Isis/Artemis Teachings
Sinceits founding by Jacques Waardenburg in 1971, Religion and Reason has been a leading forum for contributions on
theories, theoretical issues and agendas related to the phenomenon and the study of religion. Topics include (among others)
category formation, comparison, ethnophilosophy, hermeneutics, methodology, myth, phenomenology, philosophy of science,
scientific atheism, structuralism, and theories of religion. From time to time the series publishes volumes that map the state of
the art and the history of the discipline.
Through intimate lectures, Saint Germain, Sananda (Christ), Mother Mary, and Kuan Yin delineate not only the steps to
"transfiguration" (when we transform ourselves into beings who function from a place of enlightenment), but they lay out the
consequences to Earth and our sensitive environments if we do nothing.
Return of the Serpents of Wisdom and Conversations With the Goddess author Pinkham tells us the Truth Behind the Christ
Myth and presents radically new information regarding Jesus Christ and his ancient legend, includes: The legend of Jesus Christ
is based on a much earlier Son of God myth from India, the legend of Murrugan, the Peacock Angel; The symbol of the Catholic
Church is Murrugan's symbol, the peacock, a bird native to south-east Asia; Murrugan evolved into the Persian Mithras, and
Mithras evolved into Jesus Christ Saint Paul came from Tarsus, the centre of Mithras worship in Asia Minor. He amalgamated the
legend of the Persian Son of God onto Jesus' life story; The Three Wise Men were Magi priests from Persia who believed that
Jesus was an incarnation of Mithras; While in India, Saint Thomas became a peacock before he died and merged with Murrugan,
the Peacock Angel; The Emperor Constantine, the first 'Christian' Emperor of the Roman Empire, was a lifelong devotee of
Mithras. He was baptised Christian on his deathbed; The myth of the One and Only Son of God originated with Murrugan and
Mithras.
And they called his name Immanuel
a teaching module
A Limitative Approach
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A Workshop on Teaching in the Earth Sciences, November 14th-15th, 1991
TEACHINGS FROM THE ASCENDED MA
The Truth Behind the Christ Myth
Jesus Christ (Sananda) spoke to the world through Sister Thedra. These are verbatim transcripts of His words: "It is clearly written,
there shall be one come to deliver thee out of bondage...remember? Was it not so written in thine 'holy book': "as with a cloud"?
Let it be as within a cloud, for it shall be as such. Soft...noiseless...floating majestically...beautiful to behold. Be ye blessed this day
is come, when man shall see him face to face. So be it, it is so recorded that ye be prepared to receive Him."These volumes, for
seekers after knowledge, take you on a journey into Truth and are a very important piece of the puzzle we call "LIFE"
Is Earth’s crisis part of a cosmic drama? The Arcturians address this question and provide a new galactic perspective. Other
planets they have visited have also gone through the type of crisis we are now experiencing. Further, the same kinds of
polarizations and conflicts have occurred in the developmental cycles of other planets throughout the galaxy. Human evolutionary
change includes understanding that we are biomagnetic beings of light who possess subtle energetic bodies that interact with
galactic forces. Along with other tools found in this fifth volume, the Arcturians offer a subtle-body exercise called shimmering that
helps us raise our spiritual vibration. It can even be used to protect us and our auras from the coronavirus. The evolutionary
changes necessary for solving this crisis must be addressed both personally and planetarily. This book offers a wide range of
techniques, interventions, and explanations to help make sense of the current planetary crisis. It addresses the issue of how the
reader, as a starseed, can contribute to solving planetary imbalance.
Channelled Teachings from Master Jesus (Sananda) and Master R (St Germain) These teachings began in 1986 and spanned a
duration of 12 years, and accompanied the family's spiritual unfoldment, and were exciting, reassuring and informative, when little
information was available to us. They are a real tool or foundation for those people who are looking for a basis to start out on their
own spiritual path and need information that speaks clearly and very simply, which is useful when a huge array of information is
presently available, and what to choose can cause confusion. The teachings comprise topics like meditation, enlightenment,
spirituality, karma, reincarnation, unconditional love, raising consciousness, the environment, and sending of light to places on the
planet where there's conflict.
And They Called His Name Immanuel
Teachings from the Sacred Triangle, Volume One
The Great Awakening Volume XV
An Analysis of Akan, Para-Creole, and IFO-Sananda Rites and Prayers
Free of Illusion
A Path to Self-Mastery

Jesus Christ (Sananda) spoke to the world through Sister Thedra. These are verbatim transcripts of His words: "Our
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purpose is to awaken mankind to their inheritance which is Eternal Life, abundantly, with freedom, wisdom and
Love!"Blessed are they which awaken-they shall be as ones come alive. They shall remember their Source and rejoice
that the 'Day of Deliverance' is come."These volumes, for seekers after knowledge, take you on a journey into Truth and
are a very important piece of the puzzle we call "LIFE". You are going to want to read this book!
What has long remained ignored and ostracized is now available by this freshly designed and made-up book: This
Phoenix-Journal #2 contains the unfiltered and uncensored testimonies on dramatic occurrences in a land we know as
Israel and a time of 2000 years in the past. It s a lecture which is staggering and touching at the same time - and may
be regarded as absolutely controversial to clerical doctrine. It was under utmost difficult circumstances that this script
has successfully made it into the public. Jesus Jmmanuel recited from the introduction: "The document to follow is
translated from scrolls which were brought forth in thy year 1963 by a Catholic priest of Greek heritage. The writings
were recorded, mostly at my side. The scrolls were preserved as well as were possible at that time and hidden beneath
flat stones within the tomb in which I was placed. ... This translation proves without any doubt that the false teachings
of the doctrine cult religions are completely without truth and that they are the irresponsible machinations of creatures
without scruples who were partially hired by the 'Holy Chair' . Merely through this statement Jesus Sananda already
demonstrates that he has nothing in common with the distorted images of a "milksop-softie presented to us so often
by the church. As the book reveals He did not to come forth "to bring peace, but rather to bring the sword of truth and
knowledge of the power of the spirit which dwells within man . The content of this book offers clarity on what he has
taught and exemplified through his own life, why his name was changed into "Jesus , who were his teachers and why
he took upon himself the path of crucifixion - who truly were the traitors - and many prophetic details in regard of his
promise to return to us again. All is offered through words of great power and wisdom. Readers who are ready to
wholeheartedly dive into the spiritual deepness of these writings will be gifted by the intense experience of insight.
On the philosophy of Ramakrishna, 1836-1886, Hindu religious leader.
Lessons Learned from the Loma Prieta, California, Earthquake of October 17, 1989
Australian National Bibliography
Of Flying Saucers and Social Scientists: A Re-Reading of When Prophecy Fails and of Cognitive Dissonance
BEYOND SAN ANDREAS
New World Wisdom, Book Two
Sri Ramakrisha's Teachings
There are twenty four chapters in this book. Each one leads the reader deeper into the intricacies of three
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realities that commingled during the crucifixion. Five Apostles, Judas, John, James, Peter, and Matthew
refute sayings attributed to them. Mother Mary, Mary Magdalene, Grandmother Anna, and Mariam, Jesus'
adopted sister give insights into the Holy Family. Saint Luke states he was Edgar Cayce. Archangel
Michael urges people to call upon him. Jacob-Israel tells of his twelve sons, the names to be the Twelve
Tribes. Joseph of Egypt was the soul, Jesus. Plato and the Goddess Athena add their stories. God, the
Father makes comments in the Introduction, dictates a chapter, and closes the book. The richness of the
information in this book will educate you, intrigue you, and change your belief systems forever.
Sananda's TeachingsTEACHINGS FROM THE ASCENDED MAPurple Spirit Press
A group of professionals joined together for a camping trip and develop their skills, alertness and
knowledge. Camping trip was disrupted by a big earthquake and their daring escape, filled with fun and
hard work to freedom. The every day scenario at work; the pressure, fun, problem solving, love and
devotion. The night intruders attacked one of the Team member and how they captured the criminal. The
celebration, the traditions and superstition about marriage. The wedding party and stories about
European travel, an experience filled with adventure and laughter. The choices and decisions of their life,
the betrayal, and trust about love and devotion. The wedding and the spectacular survival from death and
the final destination; to oblivion.
The Great Awakening Volume XIV: Temple Teachings from the Higher Realms
Teachings from the Sacred Triangle, Volume 3
Sananda's Teachings
Achieving Ascension
A Guide to the Ascension : Channeled Material by Sananda (Jesus) with Ashtar, Archangel Michael, and St.
Germain
Connecting Link
The Ultimate Experience: The Many Paths to God, subtitle: The Teachings of the Masters of Light, Book 7 has 231
pages and 22 chapters. The 18 Presenters are Masters and Lady Masters who are channeled by the author. They give
their teachings on a variety of subjects. Yeshua/Jesus orchestrates the book. Lord Kuthumi speaks of Homosexual
planets. Lady Guinevere sees another Camelot for the White House. Mother Mary tells us a bit about Yeshua and his
fondness for seasoning her stews. Ashtar reiterates the fact that their ships protect the world and watch for any
attempts to trigger nuclear war. It will never happen on their watch! Blue Star of the Pleiades makes the observation
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that much of humanity straddles a fence and is slow to make that decision for Ascension. He speaks of walk-ins and
how many souls are opting to enter into a more mature body versus a wee baby one. Book 7 will continue to teach
you of Gods world and Spirituality versus dogmatic religion. The main theme for humanity is to be flexible and to be
willing to change ones outmoded belief systems.
THE CRYSTAL STAIR is a collection of channeled teachings received from Lord Sananda (Jesus) & other Masters
describing the personal & planetary ascension process now occurring on our planet. The experience of Ascension
represents the culmination of human spiritual evolution. THE CRYSTAL STAIR describes how this leap in consciousness
will be made available to all of humanity in our lifetimes. It introduces us to the spiritual hierarchy that has inspired &
nurtured truth seekers in every age, & offers vital insights to assist us through this critical period of transformation.
Through these channeled messages the Ascended Masters offer an awakening to the ultimate truth of our human
destiny, challenging each of us to humbly receive the divine birthright of our own immortality. Personal instruction is
given by the Masters to assist the reader in understanding & aligning with upcoming changes. The book is
breathtaking as well as thought provoking. Simply written, it addresses the imminent concerns of our life against a
background of timeless spirituality, with dramatic clarity & conclusions. The messages contained within these pages
transcend all religions & national boundaries.
The Isis-Artemis Teachings: Book I By: Sonia Bradford Sonia Bradford is a widely travelled New Zealander. In 1960, as
a twenty-year-old, she based herself in London for five years and came home by bus from London to Bombay in India,
caught a ship to Australia and flew home to Auckland, New Zealand from Sydney. Since her marriage in 1985, she has
travelled with her husband, representing the horse racing world to Australia, Japan, Hong Kong, Dubai, the United
States, and England. She has also visited Egypt, Crete, Russia, and has spent five weeks on a Mediterranean cruise.
Bradford’s other interests include cooking, decorating, races, rugby, photography, Egyptology and spiritual literature
and movies. She has written Achieving Ascension and has done the second book to follow called Achieving Ascension
Continues, ready to be published soon.
Chakra Balancing Course - Better Health In Six Easy Lessons!
Case Studies for Teaching Social Psychology
SONS OF SANANDA THE ANCIENT AND MYSTIC ORDER OF IU' EM HETEP JESUS CHRIST STUDY BOOK TWO
The Crystal Stair
The Many Paths to God, Teachings of the Masters of Light, Book Seven
I am Sananda
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The knowledge and technology to proceed with holographic healing is hearby granted to each of you who reads these words. It is not necessary to travel to distant
places. With the holographic technology and skills you have been taught, you will be able to project your energies in the most direct and transformative way
throughout the Earth. I ask each of you to take that part of the Earth you are familiar with and know. When you interact with that part, you can affect the whole
Earth. Whatever part of that whole that is distorted can be transformed into a fifth-dimensional holographic energy. --The Arcturians
Three forces must come together for a planetary healing to occur ... The concept of the Sacred Triangle was introduced in David Miller's first book, Connecting
with the Arcturians, which explored the fifth dimension and our relationship to higher Extraterrestrial groups. This new book explains how the Arcturian energy
melds with that of the White Brother/Sisterhood and the Ascended Native American Masters to bring about planetary healing. David offers the reader an
understanding of the soul, the nature of soul evolution, and how the human species is advancing towards the next evolutionary step. "There will be many of you in
this time who will be able to complete fantastic tasks. If I would declare to you what I see, you would be astonished that you could possibly carry out such tasks.
You must think that you have the ability to do this. You have the personal power. I ask you to look at the Sacred Triangle and see what role you can play in this.
Others will be very interested when you explain this mission. I guarantee you there will be a very strong contingent that will ascend together as we are invited to join
you in the Crystal Temple. We are very eager to meet you there as well. This is Chief White Eagle."
This book is for those people that are looking for a better explanation about why the world is going through such dramatic changes. It, also, offers those that are
seeking a better way to live their life. It is my wish to share my experiences and visions of the future in a hope that it will trigger others to awaken to a fuller and
more enlightened state. Love and happiness should be the goal of every individual on this planet. These truths show us that we no longer need to allow those few
individuals with extreme greed to dominate our empowerment toward the future. In this time, the possibilities are there for all of us to create new realities based on
respect and understanding. What are these new realities, and how are these concepts of creating new ways of being? We are no longer divided by race or religion;
of course, only time will tell as we change. This book is designed to awaken, prepare, and help you to begin the process. For those who are here to be of service,
time is no longer a luxury. We must all awaken to our individual dharma and do what we are here to do. As the world changes, are we going to change with it, or
are we going to wallow in the fear that nothing will ever change? The choice is yours! Follow Heavenly Lessons in your spiritual life to continue on the path. Be
blessed! Be loved! Be happy!
Channeling
Critical Thinking and Application
Things to Know for the New Age
Comparing Religions: A Limitative Approach
The Redemption of the Peacock Angel
The Ultimate Experience

Achieving Ascension by Sonia Diane Bradford in conjunction with Veronica J. Cate Sonia Diane Bradford
has traveled the world. She has great insight into the spiritual and religious traditions of the lands she has
seen. When Bradford began corresponding with Veronica J. Cate her consciousness was opened. Important
revelations have been transcribed for the edification and awareness of the reader. These channeled
messages from High Cosmic Masters are for the evolution and ascension of humanity. Enjoy the journey.
The purpose of this information is for you to obtain
the knowledge necessary to accomplish self-mastery
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through your own efforts, and without having to go "outside" of yourself for information. You are the
Master! It is desired for you to achieve your freedom. There's been enough slavery and manipulation upon
this plane, and the times have changed, and are changing. What is life? Who are you and why are you
here? How can you make life what you want it to be? Are you tired of being limited, living a life of
survival? You've been lied to by the world of appearances, the world you've known as truth. This text
unveils an interesting path toward a solution. It is not the only path, but one that is free of illusion. What
may be revealed to you, may shake your foundation. You may never see life the same again. Do you dare
to be free? Do you dare to be happy?
Originally published in 1992, Channeling is a comprehensive bibliography on the subject of channeling.
The book defines channeling as any message received or conveyed from transcendent entities and covers
material on the history of channeling, those that have claimed to transcend death, contact with UFOs and
contemporary channeling groups. The book acts as a research guide and seeks to outline the historical
roots of channeling, explaining its major teachings and considers its significance as a spiritual movement.
It provides sources from books, booklets, articles, and ephemeral material and offers a comprehensive list
of both primary and secondary materials related to channeling, the bibliography takes the most diverse
and useful sources of the time. This volume although published almost 30 years ago, still provides a
unique and insightful collection for academics of religion, in particular those researching spiritualism and
the occult.
I Am Sananda
Comparing Religions
The Great Awakening Volume XII
by Sonia Diane Bradford in conjunction with Veronica J. Cate
Sri Ramakrishna's Teachings
Creation, the Sacred Universe
This book traces the author's journey of ascension through the seven levels of initiation, through the
process of anchoring and activating his fifty chakras, expanding to a 99-percent light quotient, then on to
anchoring and fully activating all twelve bodies, which include the five higher bodies. Exactly how this is
done is shared, and in-depth information is given on the workings of the inner-plane ashram under the
guidance of Djwhal Khul, Lord Maitreya and Lord Melchizedek. You are invited to journey with him as he
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unfolds the process of his initiations, beginning at the sixth, moving through the equivalent of the tenth
intiation and into the beginning of the eleventh. Written as a personal log, this book shares, in an open
and candid manner, dreams, meditations, conversations with the masters, spiritual background, thoughts
and reflections and actual ascension experiences.
These books contain a series of scripts recorded by Sister Thedra under the direct guidance of the
Masters Sananda (Jesus) and Sanat Kumara for those seeking greater spiritual understanding. Sister
Thedra has recorded the teachings, communications and prophecies given to her by the teachers of the
Brotherhood of Light. These transcripts represent a portion of the in depth prophecies of the events and
changes which both the planet and the consciousness of man shall undergo within "The Great
Awakening". See "The Great Awakening" volumes I thru XIV for further reading..
Connecting with the Arcturians 5
A Bibliographic Exploration
Revelations of a Melchizedek Initiate
The San Andreas Fault: where east meets west
San Andreas Ain't No Fault of Mine
Teachings from the Ascended Masters
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